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CLARITY® II | LATERAL RETRACTOR

SUMMARY OF BIOMECHANICAL
TEST RESULTS
The Clarity® II Lateral Retractor System is a
comprehensive solution to provide access for lateral
fusion procedures. The biomechanical testing of the
Clarity II Lateral Retractor was performed for purposes of
comparing the use of a two rigid arm fixation technique
(in two different configurations) to a single arm fixation
technique without a vertebral body anchor pin and then a
single arm fixation technique with a vertebral body anchor
pin. For this testing, the bed rail clamp was attached to a
metal bar in the test lab to simulate a standard surgical
bed, with the arm inserted into the bed rail then securely
connected to the retractor.
A second bed rail attachment is possible with the Clarity II
Lateral Retractor and a second arm may be employed to
improve rigidity of the retractor’s position.
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TWO-ARM BENCH TEST VS. ONE-ARM
BENCH TEST

When two rigid arms are attached, the force required to
move the retractor body is significantly higher than the
force required to move the single arm without the anchor
pin. The two-arm technique is more than five (5) times as
stable in the anterior and posterior direction than the
one-arm technique without an anchor pin (Figure 1).
Note: The strength values of the two-arm technique are likely
higher than recorded due to the upper load limits of the load cell
that was used to gather the data. The two-arm technique maxed
out the load cell at 225N while the one-arm technique did not.
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The Clarity II Lateral Retractor is a lateral-specific retractor
that incorporates the use of two rigid arms. When
tested, the two rigid arm fixation technique proved to be
significantly stronger in comparison to the one-arm and
one-arm with a vertebral body anchor (Figures 1 and 2).
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The two-arm technique is more than 1.6 times as stable
than the one-arm technique with an anchor pin (Figure 2).
Note: The strength values of the two-arm technique are likely
higher than recorded due to the upper load limits of the load cell
that was used to gather the data. The two-arm technique maxed
out the load cell at 225N while the one arm technique did not.
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Data and Testing for the Clarity II Lateral Retractor
Two-arm vs. One-arm Rigidity Test was completed at
RTI Surgical. Technical Report Number 12039.

Two-arm Bench Test vs. One-arm Bench Test
with Vertebral Body Anchor Pin
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INDICATIONS & PRECAUTIONS
The Clarity II Retractor System instruments are intended to
provide access to an operative site during spinal surgery.
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The utilization of the Clarity II Retractor System should
be performed only by experienced spinal surgeons
with specific training in its use. Lumbar retraction is a
technically demanding procedure presenting a risk of
serious injury to the patient. Preoperative planning and
patient anatomy should be considered when selecting
proper blade width and length for the retractors or when
using tissue manipulating instruments.
Only the Clarity II Retractor System instruments should
be utilized for the steps described in the Pioneer Surgical
Clarity II Retractor Surgical Technique.
This system has not been evaluated for safety and
compatibility in the MR environment. This system has
not been tested for heating or migration in the MR
environment.
See product inserts for complete labeling limitations related to
each device.
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